APA-AST	J
its supporters both on the moral grounds of the
suffering Imposed and on the less secure daim
that many doctors and ecientists of repute have
rejected the value of information gamed In this
way It is true that the protagonists of the
movement during' its early days in the mid 19th
cent included a number of eminent physicians
and surgeons but few today—whatever their
moral scruples—would deny the value of the
results obtained "Without animal experiments
ve should be \uthont vaccines sera or anti
toxins against smallpox tetanus typhoid
diphtheria poliomyelitis and a multitude of
other diseases we should have no detailed
knowledge about vitamins or about the effects
of radioactive fallout we would be unable to
test out new drugs for safety before using them
on human beings There are in Britain two or
three large national anti vivisection societies
and several smaller ones Much of their work
is co ordinated through the British Council of
Anti Vivisection Societies Animal expen
mentation is controlled by Act of Parliament
which makes obligatory the possession of
licences by experimenters inspection of labora
tories by the Home Office and the Issue of
annual returns of experiments Many people
would like the number of experiments on
animals reduced and the law changed to pro
hibit any experiment in which there is any risk
of inflicting suffering
Apartheid an Afrikaans word meaning apart
ness referred to by South African Government
spokesmen as separate development or
self development To others it means the
svstem of total racial discrimination between
black and white South Africans—the per
manent inhabitants of the country—as enforced
by the Nationalist Party since It came to power
in 1948 Some degree of racial segregation has
existed in South Africa since the earliest days
of colonialism in the mid 17th cent and the
policy was continued by the United Party under
Smuts and Hertzog from 1984 onwards though
it was never a political Issue Tills changed
when the Nationalist Party gamed power and
oppressive measures against the non White
segment of the population have grown steadily
under Malan Strydom Verwoerd and Vorster
4j>arl7ietd Involves the beliefs hi racial purity
and baaskap or white supremacy It means
keeping vast African populations in a condition
of helotry The official policy of the South
African Government Is to create separate self
governing black states in which the Africans
would be guided to self-government and It is
claimed eventually to independence The
first so-called bantu reserve was set up in the
Transkei in 1902 But Africans with 70 per
cent of the population would have only about
13 per cent of the land cities and mineral areas
would remain the reserve of the whites Total
apartheid or complete separation of the black
and white races in South Africa remains un
likely to be realised since mining the main
industry of the country is based on relatively
low paid African labour
Afrikaner conservatism may be challenged by
the recent split in the governing Nationalist
Party—between the verliates (enlightened) and
the verkramptes (closed inwards)—a develop
ment which could lead to a more humanitarian
outlook on race
ApolHimrimlim, the heretical belief taught by
ApoDlnaiis (c 818-« 890) bishop of Laodicea
nearAntioch that in Jesus the human mind was
replaced by the Divine Mind or IjOgos The sect
was later absorbed by the Monophysltes (3v)
Arianiam, formed the subject of the first great
controversy within the Christian Church over
thedoctrlneof Arius of Alexandria (d 386) who
denied the divinity of Christ The doctrine
although at first influential, was condemned at
the Council of Nicaea (326) called by the
Emperor Constantine, at which Arias was
opposed by Athanastns. also of Alexandria, who
maintained the now orthodox view thai the
Son is of one substance with the Father Arias
was banished and the- heresy bad died out by
the end of the 4th cent bat disbelief m the
divinity of Christ has formed part of the doctrine
of many minor sects since, notably In Tfni-
tarianlsm (3 fl)
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Anniniflmsm, the doctrine of Jacobus Armlnium
or Jakob Harinensen (1560-1809) the Dutch
minister of a Protestant church in Amsterdam
who had trained in the universities of teyden
and Geneva where he learned the Carrinistlc
doetrme of predestination (See Calvinism)
Later he became deeply convinced of toe falsity
of this belief which maintained that God bad by
an eternal decree predestined which people
were to be saved and which eternally damned
In face of the bitter opposition of his opponent
Franz Gomar and his party who held this view
Arminius asserted that God bestows for
Sivenesa and eternal la's on an who repent and
believe in Christ In England a modified
Armmianffim was later to become the theoloei
of Wealeyan Methodism.
Assassins, a sect of Moslem Shi ites founded by
the Persian Hagan i Sabbab (c 1090) which for
more than two centuries established a rule of
terror all over Persia and Syria The comine of
the Mongols in 1258 destroyed them to Persia
and the Syrian branch suffered a similar fate at
the hands of the then Mamluk sultan of Egypt
c 1270 It was a secret order ruled over by a
grand master under whom the members were
strictly organised into classes according to the
degree of initiation into the secrets of the order
The devotees belonging to one of the lower
groups, carried out the actual assassinations
under strict laws of obedience and total
ignorance of the objects and ritual of the
society It ib believed that the latter were
given ecstatic visions under the influence of
hashish whence the term hashehashm which
became corrupted to assassin
Associationism In psychology the Association
ist school of the 19th cent accepted the aesocia
tion of ideas as the fundamental principle in
mental life It was represented in Britain by
the two Mills and Herbert Spencer hi Germany
byJ P Herbart (1776-1841) To these mental
activity -was nothing hot the association of
ideas conceived of as units of both thought
and feeling—the emotion of anger or the jwrcep
tion of a chair were both ideas —and apart
from them the self did not exist Personality was
simply a senes of these units coming and goto?
adding to or cancelling each other out in accord
ance with rigid and mechanistic scientific laws
Assumption o! the Virgin The Roman Catholic
belief that the Blessed Virgin ascended bodto
to heaven after her death was proclaimed by
Pope Phis 221 towards the end of 1950
Protestants are liable to make the mistake of
supposing that such dogmas are new additions
to the faith invented by the pope of the
moment According to Catholic doctrine no
addition can be made to the faith once de
livered to the saints and every dogma is
justified by reference to Bible texts and the
traditions of the Church Both Eastern and
Western Churches have been permitted to be
lieve in the Assumption of the Virgin for over a
thousand years and the new dogma merely
clarifies the old belief and makes it binding ob
the faithful
Astrology a psendo-srfeace bearing nracb the same
historical relationship to astronomy as alchemy
does to chemistry Originally it was divided
into the two branches of Natural Astrology
which dealt with the movements of the heavenly
bodies and their calculation, and Judicial
Astrology which studied the alleged influence of
the stare and planets on homan life and fate It
was the former that developed into modern
astronomy the latter was and remains, a
primitive myth.
Astrology owes most to the early Babylonians
(or Chaldeans) who being largely nomadic to an
environment which permitted an unobstructed
view of the sty readily accepted the idea that
divine energy ib manifested In the movements
of the sun and planets. Gradually this concept
became enlarged and the relative positions of
the planets both in relation to each other and to
the fixed stars became important together with
the idea of omens—that. If a particular event
occurred whflst ths planets were m a particular
position, the recurrence of that posiaon heralded
arecurrenceofthssamesortofeveat. Soon the
planets became associated with almost every
aspect of human life. They wereboundtrp with

